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FINDING COMMUNITY SOLUTIONS
Sunday, Oct. 17 saw 16 members, 3 staff and 6

directors of the Jasper-Yellowhead Historical Society come
together at Pine Bungalows (thanks Mike!) to talk about how

the Jasper-Yellowhead Museum and Archives could be more
financially viable both today and in the future. Grandly called
the MuseumSustainability Forum, the get-together was the
first step of what the Board of Directors sees as a 3 phase

process that will eventually lead to a suite of realistic, achievable

ideas for the growth of the museum and archives into the next decade.

Breaking up into four groups, each with one or two board members, the members and staff worked through

their suggestions for placing the museum and archives on a stronger financial footing at the current operational

level. Then they did some dreaming – what should/could the museum look like and offer in 2020 and how could

those dreams become reality? A lively discussion followed, resulting in ideas ranging from the very practical to the

very ‘imaginative’. What do you think of corporate memberships, developing (in one way or another) the empty lot

surrounding the museum building or creating an iPod application? How about getting people to name the historical
society in their wills or selling our archiving expertise to local businesses?
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The second phase of the process will be to bring together Jasper’s ‘movers and shakers’, the people in the

community who can help us put these and other ideas into action. And the final phase will be for the Directors to
distil all these ideas down to the most achievable ones and present them to the community at an open house.

We hope that the people of Jasper will embrace the options the board chooses so we can work together to

ensure the museum and archives continues to play a vital role in protecting and presenting the history of the
Jasper-Yellowhead area. Stay tuned!
Ken Walker

Park Liaison and Facilitator

Museum Coffee Hour

The Jasper Signal

October 19 –April 19

The Jasper Signal is a publication of the Jasper-Yellowhead

We’ve got coffee, goodies and old stuff
to talk about!

Join us each Tuesday morning at 10:30
for an hour of historical interest.
Everyone welcome!

Historical Society that tells the story of Jasper’s regional heritage both
natural and cultural while presenting the activities and priorities of the
Society. The Jasper Signal is named after Signal Mountain.
Submissions may be sent to:

Jasper-Yellowhead Museum & Archives
PO Box 42, Jasper, AB T0E 1E0

Phone: (780) 852-3013 Email:: manager@jaspermuseum.org
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JYHS Fall Outing to Fiddle River

The Fall Outing to Fiddle River was on

Sunday, Oct. 26. It was a beautiful day there
even though rumour had it that it rained in

Jasper. Everyone met at the parking lot at

Pocahontas Marmot Basin provided a bus for

transportation to the site. Mike Cameron was
the friendly bus driver. Parks Canada and

Kinder Morgan allowed us access to the area.

The name Fiddle River was credited to Father
DeSmet, a Belgian missionary to the natives.
In a letter he referred to the wind in the area
sounding like a violin.

This area has been part of an east west travel route by the indigenous people since at least 1200

BP (Before Present). David Thompson passed through on his way to Athabasca Pass in 1810.

Jasper House I & II were supply depots for the Columbia Brigades. Surveyors for a telegraph line,
railway all travelled this way. Walter Moberly had a supply depot in this area for his surveyors when
considering this valley as a rail route (1872).

As early as 1909 the Grand Trunk Pacific was corresponding with Dominion Parks for a land lease

for a development in the Fiddle Creek area for Chateau Miette and a monorail from the Chateau to the

Miette Hot Springs. They wanted passengers for their trains which travelled through this area in1911.
There are the remains of the GTP construction camp still visible in the bush.

Mary Schaffer came from the end of steel at Prairie Creek where she was met by Jack Otto for

her 1911 trip to Maligne Lake. Dominion Land Surveyors had camps in this area. By 1915 the

Canadian Northern Railway had a rail line on the other side of the Athabasca River and it wasn't long
before both railways were in financial trouble. In this area the GTP tracks were pulled up for use in
WWI. By 1919 the GTP and CNoR had amalgamated into CNR.

In 1922, the first car was driven from Edmonton using the abandoned rail grades. Today it is a ma-

jor transportation corridor for the moving of people and goods.

Thank you to Dennis Zaffino and his staff at Tags for coffee and hot chocolate to go with the
baking brought by museum members.

By Sheila & Joe Couture
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Remembering Willi Pfisterer September 1, 1926-July 21, 2010

On Thursday July 29, 2010 our community said farewell to a man who is very much a part of our

local history. Pre deceased by his life partner Annie and son Freddy, Willi Pfisterer passed away in Jasper on July 21, 2010.

Following a solemn funeral service at Our Lady of Lourdes Catholic Church in Jasper, Willi’s

daughters, Susie and Eva along with their children invited everyone to “the range” for a celebration of
his life and a chance to tell stories from the past. Jasper’s Park staff and management hosted the day.

What ensued was a living history of mountain rescue in our mountains and how it has progressed to where
we are today. Working and retired alike, Wardens, rescue specialists, mountain guides and long time
friends gathered in a circle and took turns telling stories from the past and how Willi had left such an
unforgettable mark on our mountains and in our hearts.

The stories started to remind me of the book “Guardians of the Peaks”. The amazing thing was

that it was acted out, related and spoken by the authors – the very folks who, under Willi’s vigilant

tutelage went from being rangers and cowboys riding horses and guarding our Park, to full on rescue

mountaineers, now skilled in the challenges of scaling vertical cliff walls, and descending into the unknown
of a shifting glacier crevasse; whatever it took to git ‘er done!!

Sid Marty, Alf Burstrom, Al Stendy, Mike Weigle; Tony Klettl, Hans Fuhrer, John Agar to

name but a few who spoke. This was real living history with its originators as narrators and it was simply

amazing to hear the many stories, each one a reminder of 2 more and all with a common thread of humor,

wisdom and tenacity that was Willy. It was an event that I wont forget and I am sure anyone who was there
has similar feelings.

On a more personal note, I knew Willy from the time I was a kid growing up – he ran the ski shop at

the Whistlers Ski Hill and he put me on my first pair of real skis. Metal “bear trap” bindings screwed and

glued to a well-used pair of wooden skis complete with a hand riveted metal patch. He smoked a pipe with
a big “S” curve in it and he could give you a look that made certain you listened to what he said. When
Marmot Basin opened to lift serviced skiing in 1964 snow avalanche forecasting, terrain evaluation,

safety and the search and rescue protocols that we use today were developed with Willi at the helm.
The snow avalanche building, complete with maps, diagrams and photographs, snow pack and

weather data records remains in use today at Marmot Basin. A new, strong and educated team of men

and women – building on the foundation that Willi and his posse (Toni Klettl, Hans Schwarz and Hans
Fuhrer) instilled in us all. I consider myself most fortunate to have been one of Willy’s many “students of
the snow” in those early days.

Thanks Willi – we won’t forget what you taught us.

By Bob Bell, President JYHS
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From the Archives

The Jasper Signal
by Meghan Power

With the release of the latest Disney animated wolf adventure flick Alpha and Omega, I was somewhat sur-

prised to read articles in the local newspaper and the Edmonton Journal that spoke of local marketing groups’

hopes that the movie would give Jasper National Park a tourism bump. I read these articles with a bit of scepticism. I
had heard mixed reviews from people I knew who had gone to see it, but I also know the old adage that there’s no

such thing as bad publicity. I admit that in the end I did not go and see the movie. I had serious doubts as to whether
or not I could stomach a Disney-fied Jasper National Park. Regardless, the whole thing made me think about past
‘bumps’ that Jasper has received from Hollywood over the years.

That’s right, Hollywood’s love affair with Jasper goes way back – back before the time of talkies. The very

first Hollywood production filmed in Jasper was a 1921 MGM production titled Snowblind. This movie is so

obscure you will probably not even see it on the Turner Classic Movie Channel – although I am tempted to send
an email and ask. This movie sets a trend, making Jasper the location for movies about young damsels in distress
who have to choose between the good guy and that all to irresistible ‘bad-boy’ type while lost somewhere in the
“Canadian North-west.”

Even more astonishing is the bump that Jasper still receives from a movie called Rose-Marie. Filmed in 1953,

this re-make of the more famous Nelson Eddy and Jeanette McDonald production (which was filmed around Lake
Tahoe, Nevada used a shot of Maligne Lake in the opening to set the stage. Believe it or not, the cast of this film
never actually set foot in the park.

Right around the release of Alpha and Omega, there was another release that also put Jasper in the news.

Marilyn: 1953, a collection of lost photographs by John Vachon, who had worked for LOOK Magazine. Vachon
had been sent to cover the 27 year old Marilyn during her film shoot in Jasper and Banff with then boyfriend Joe

DiMaggio, for the highly anticipated western, The River of No Return, also starring Robert Mitchum (definitely a

Hollywood bad-boy). Vachon took over 100 candid photographs of Marilyn, but only three made it to print, while
the rest waited in a box somewhere to be rediscovered.

The release of this collection caught the attention of the national media and it wasn’t long before there were

calls coming into the archives looking for more hidden Marilyn treasures. Perhaps it was a twist of fate that an

Edmonton reporter interested in digging deeper into Marilyn’s Jasper connection found himself in Jasper the

weekend of the Jasper Daze reunion surrounded by incredible memories, not only Marilyn, but old Jasper town.

The interesting thing, was that, here we were almost 60 years after the movie had been filmed and forty-eight

years after Marilyn’s tragic death and she is still giving Jasper the bump. And right next to Marilyn is Bing Crosby,
who still decades later is associated with Jasper and the famous Silver Totem golf tournament. I can’t help but

wonder if in fifty years we will still feel the Alpha and Omega bump? – Maybe, but it seems that there is a rich movie
history in Jasper that, while sometimes gets forgotten, still resonates with film lovers around the world.
Snowblind 1921

The Emperor Waltz 1946

The Far Country 1953

Under Suspicion (Red Sky) 1930

River of No Return 1953

Striker’s Mountain 1984

The Country Beyond 1926

Rose Marie 1953

The Wings of Chance 1959
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Take a Walk on the Cultural Side
The Gandy Dancers of Yellowhead Pass

The next time you are driving Highway 16 west towards Mount Robson or just going for your

favourite hike, bike or run along the Wynd or Decoigne roads, pause for a moment and consider that

you’re not only in a national park, but that you are also in a national historic site.

The Yellowhead Pass National Historic Site, starting at the intersection of highways 16 and 93

and heading west to end at the Fraser River Crossing has been used for centuries as a travel corridor.
Generations of Aboriginal people, fur traders, early tourists on the two transcontinental railways and
modern day travellers, have all benefited from this low elevation pass through the mountains.

Between 1906 and 1915 the Grand Trunk Pacific and the Canadian Northern Railway laid track

through this pass. These two lines paralleled each other, and it quickly became apparent that it wasn’t

going to work financially for either railway. They were consolidated into one route in 1917 and by 1919
the Canadian National Railway was born.

So, back to those gandy dancers? This picture was taken about a kilometre down the Wynd road.

This road was once the route by rail into the station of Jasper, along the Sleepy Hollow Road. The

fellows in this photo were known by the slang term of gandy dancers. This referred to a railway worker
who tamped down the ballast between the ties using a special tool called a gandy. This involved

vigorously stamping on the tool while turning in a circle, to some, this resembled dancing. Another story

passed down, indicates the term came from the gandy dancers job of positioning rails to be nailed to ties.
These were carried by the crew who straddled the rail at intervals and reached between their feet to lift

and carry it into place. This process made them look like a line of waddling geese. They became known as
ganders and the technique as gander dancing which in turn became gandy dancing.

Rock cuts like the one shown in the photo, as
well as several sections of abandoned rail beds
that were not paved over by the highway exist in
a few locations within Yellowhead Pass
National Historic Site. Look for them next
time you are travelling through the pass.
By Kim Forster

Parks Canada Library Technician

The Jasper Signal
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Collections

Dee Dee Barlett

Do you know who the "7 Bees" were? This crest has been in the

museum collection for several years. We had no idea about the story

behind it. Recently the crest has been on display in the Jasper Daze

exhibit with a plea for information. We have had a few people come to
our rescue. During the 1965-66 school year there were two grade

seven classes which were located at the Elementary school due to a

shortage of space at the Jr / Sr high school. One of these classes,

7B taught by Derek Kerr was known as the "7B's" or the "7 Bees".

Thanks to Linda Wells Bonner, Richard Graham and Richard Betkowski for the information.
Community Spirit Grants

The goal of the Community Spirit Program is to increase individual

charitable giving to help support Alberta's non-profit and charitable

organizations. The program is donor-driven, meaning it recognizes and
encourages Albertans to support their favourite organizations. The
money you give to the museum is matched by this program.

This year we received a grant of over $9000 because of YOUR
generous donations .

Thank You !

Solstice Walk

Our new herd of antique gold buffalo

plaques won’t last long. We only ordered
100!

This is the third year of our solstice walk. Last year’s venue in

Centennial Park across from Alpine Summit Lodge seemed to

work well so this year ,on Tuesday, December 21, we will line the path with ice candles

flickering in the darkness from dusk until about 9 pm. If you would like to purchase a candle
for a friend, a loved one or just in support of the museum please fill in the form below and
return it to the museum before December 15th.
Each ice candle is $20.
Solstice Walk Ice Candle

Name ___________________________________________
Phone Number ____________________________________
Tag to say:

________________________________________________________

The Jasper Signal
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Jasper-Yellowhead Museum &Archives
400 Bonhomme Street, Jasper , Alberta
(across from the Aquatic Centre )

The museum’s address changes to
Bonhomme St. in January 2011!
Winter Hours :
Museum

May-October

10am to 5 pm Thursday-Sunday
Archives

Monday-Wednesday
9 am - noon & 1-4 pm

Please phone for appointment
780-852-3013 museum

780-852-3240 archives
Karen Byers

manager@jaspermuseum.org
Meghan Power

archives@jaspermuseum.org
Dee Dee Bartlett

collections@jaspermuseum.org
Val Delill

exhibits@jaspermuseum.org
Lucie Doucet

giftshop@jaspermuseum.org

Showcase Gallery 2010-11

Festival of Trees-Christmas Traditions
November 19-December 18

Come out and bid on one of the many creative trees

decorated by the community as an annual fundraiser for the
museum and the Community Dinner Program.
Alberta Science Foundation
Science in a Crate January

Aboriginal Ways of Knowing:Sharing Our Environment
" Ultra Dandy Wall Candy"

New works byTristan Overy February

One of Jasper’s best loved artists brings his
dynamic show to our museum.
Swiss Guides

Shaping Mountain Culture in Western Canada
March 3-27

How the Swiss guides changed mountain climbing in the
Canadian Rockies.

The Alcove Gallery

Jasper Daze until January 9

This exhibit focusing on the Jasper town- site in the 1940s
through the early 1950s.

Joe Weiss January-April

Weiss’s photographs offer insight into the early park
landscape and the evolution of the town of Jasper.

